ImplOED final conference

“Transforming lives, society and adult education through outreach, empowerment and diversity”

FINAL AGENDA

16th October 2018 – Café Beguin, place du Samedi 12A, Brussels

18,00 – 20,30 Networking reception

17th October 2018 - Ellipsgebouw, Koning Albert II-laan 35, Brussels

09,00 – 09,30 Registration and welcome coffee

09,30 - 09,35 Welcoming words - Renilde Reynders, Internationalisation and cooperation advisor, National Agency for the Erasmus+ programme in Flanders

09,35 – 10,00 Keynote speech - Ellen Boeren, Reader at Moray House School of Education at the University of Edinburgh - UK

10,00 – 10,15 Collective project presentation (EAEA, VHS WIEN, L&W)

10,15 – 11,00 Learners’ and trainers’ stories (Oriana White, Outstanding Individual Learner award 2018 - UK; Ana Pimenta, Learner - Portugal; Karin Tudal, Project Manager and Training Expert at La Ligue de l’Enseignement – France; Ulrika Sandin, Manager and trainer at the Red Cross Folk High School in Skärholmen - Sweden)

11,00 – 11,30 Coffee Break

11,30 – 13,00 Workshops

1. Transforming lives - Implementing OED on the local level
   Speakers: Ena Drenkhan, Tartu Folk High School, Estonia
   Moderators: Tiina Jääger, ENAEA; Maripaz Anderson, DROM KOTAR MESTIPEN
2. Transforming society - Active citizenship and adult education

Speakers: Lars Igeland, Author of the implOED study in Sweden; Maja Maksimovic, University of Belgrade, Serbia

Moderators: Mats Ehn and Ingegerd Akselsson Le Douaron, RIO/FSO; André Sousa, Kerigma

3. Transforming adult education - Implementing OED at the practice level

Speakers: Julia Stranner, Piramidops, Austria; Ulrika Sandin, Red Cross Folk High School in Skärholmen, Sweden

Moderators: Thomas Fritz and Dilek Tasdemir, VHS WIEN

13,00 - 14,00 Lunch

14,00 – 14,15 Reporting from the workshops

14,15 – 15,30 Panel discussion (Martina Ni-Cheallaigh, Adult Education and VET Unit, DG EMPL, European Commission; Tatjana Babrauskiene, European Economic and Social Committee (EESC); Frans De Keyzer, Consultant at the Brussels Enterprises Commerce and Industry (BECI) and President at the Brussels reception agency for integration; Evelyn Regner, Member of the European Parliament – TBC)

Moderator: Gina Ebner, EAEA Secretary General

15,30 – 16,00 Coffee break (+ questions wall)

16,00 – 17,15 Open space sessions (Participants will be invited to propose topics and to moderate the discussion in small focus groups)

17,15 – 17,30 Closing remarks, Regina Ebner, EAEA Secretary General